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approach combines a technical analysis of oscillators derived from Wilder 
(1978) and the Shannon (1948) theory of information, with factorial 
techniques of visualization.  
In identifying classes of times series, using reference graphic models and 
pertinent criteria to better select appropriate models, this structural approach 
must be a first process to forecast models on significant entropies. 
First, we apply this approach on simulated ARMA processes, to show 
significant groupings and oppositions explained by entropies, and to return 
some well known properties of autocorrelations functions. In the second 
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reductions of incertitude measured on Europerformance ratings against the 
French funds which are characterized by reductions of incertitude on 
Morningstar ratings, according their performance with incertitude reductions 
measured on daily returns. 
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1 Introduction 

In the last decade, factor analysis and principal components analysis have been widely 
considered by authors as dimension-reduction techniques especially on time series data. 
In the academic literature, several authors have tried to assess statistical tools to capture 
volatility of risky portfolio and to give forecasts from observable or not principal 
components (see, for example: Roll and Ross, 1984; Fama and French, 1993; Meier, 
1994; Carhart, 1997; Barra, 1998; Alexander, 2008). Some consider the maximum of 
likelihood to reproduce at better the observed correlations, while others concentrate on 
the extraction of the maximum variance.  
A review of these techniques is that they do not exploit as well as possible the 
chronological dimension of time series. One solution is the use of the singular spectrum 
analysis (SSA) or multivariate SSA (MSSA) analysis summarized in Golyandina (2002) 
based on models of oscillators borrowed by the physicists. But, they need long series and 
they are essentially applied in climatology and geophysics.  
Other criticism faced by analysts’ wishing to estimate time series processes is the linear 
and stationary hypotheses, in particular for law frequency data cases.  
In order to address the treatment of different data frequencies, several studies have 
considered time aggregated data. The effects of time aggregation in univariate and 
multivariate time series work are explored in Tiao (1972), Perron and Shiller (1985), 
Drost and Nijman (1993), Granger and Siklos (1995), Cook (2001). 
The authors concluded that time aggregation implies a loss of information about the 
underlying data processes. Furthermore, the method (systematic sampling and temporal 
aggregation) and level of time aggregation of financial returns are important for the 
reliability of the different statistical criteria that are used. To avoid this problem, one 
solution is the use of the respective data on the highest possible level of time 
desegregation. However, the question remains open for certain financial series where 
high frequency data cannot be obtained. Given the above, this is one aspect of this work 
to study the causal effects between financial variables, when data frequencies between 
series are not the same.  
Precisely, the objective of this paper is to propose a new approach which avoids the 
dimension problem of series taking into account the chronological dimension with 
oscillators. 
In an attempt to illustrate our methodology, we propose in our empirical study a 
comparison between the funds’ performance (i.e. the returns) and their ratings in order to 
examine the power of ratings’ prediction. An important sample issue in using such data is 
whether a new methodology may be defined to give decision rules for fund managers. 
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Specifically, we propose a critical re-examination of classical results of time series and 
factor analysis taking into account possible structural changes described by series of 
symbols, measured by frequencies and qualified by entropies. This approach is based on 
a technical analysis of oscillators borrowed from Wilder (1978) and on the Shannon 
(1948) theory of information. In this paper, we propose a complementary approach which 
permits to enrich information by series of states and to facilitate the interpretation by 
incertitude reduction. 
This approach is interested since it does not require any a priori assumption like the 
stationary hypothesis while working with short series, panel data analysis and different 
calendar data. Furthermore, it permits to establish a possible non-linearity between the 
new criteria with the multiple correspondences analysis (or MCA).  
The rest of the paper proceeds as follow: section 2 discusses the theory with a first 
application on simulated ARMA processes which supplies a reference graphic model for 
time series identification and estimation. Section 3 describes our financial data and 
presents empirical results and section 4 concludes the paper.  

2 Time series Factorial models with incertitude reduction 

Time series Factorial models with incertitude reduction is a structural method to describe 
and measure possible structural changes in time series. It provides new rules in the choice 
of time series processes taking into account incertitude measures. The method is based on 
the following algorithm and it’s applied to simulated ARMA processes in order to build a 
first reference graphic model reflecting well known properties. 

2.1 Methodology 
The first stage provides the identification of series of symbols: if the series is directly 
described by qualitative or quantitative symbols, we pursue the algorithm. Otherwise, we 
change the initial series in oscillators of T period by differentiating the data. We use the 
following code: a negative result which represents a decline is coded by the symbol (0), 
and a positive result or an advance is coded by the symbol (1). Finally, we obtain series 
of states with (0) and (1) symbols that reflect for T=1 return points. 
The second step consists in measuring frequencies of symbols and sequences of k 
symbols (denoted k-grams), to estimate the different probabilities.  
For that, we use the theory of information with Shannon entropies, and Yaglom (1959) 
and Bavaud (1999) results to qualify the information about the previous probabilities and 
to reduce the incertitude. 
Let { }1 1,1 1,2 1,, ..., mP p p p= , the empirical probabilities of the m states or modalities of a 

( )tZ  series.  
An expected property of any incertitude measure would be to be minimal if and only if all 
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the probabilities are concentrated in only one modality (determinist case: 1, 1ip = , 
1 i m≤ ≤ ), and would be maximal if and only if all the probabilities are equal 

(equiprobability: 1,1 1,2 1,
1... mp p p
m

= = = = ). 

Shannon has showed that 1 1( )H P  entropy, i.e. the first order entropy, presents these 
properties: 

 
1 1 1, 2 1,

1
( ) log

m

i i
i

H P p p
=

= −∑
 

Let { }22 2,1 2,2 2,, ...,
m

P p p p=  the empirical probabilities of the 2m  pairs of states of a { }tZ  

series, and { }33 3,1 3,2 3,, ...,
m

P p p p=  the empirical probabilities of the 3m  triplets of states, 
etc. 
Shannon’s entropy can be easily extended for the simple entropies of order k )1( >=k  as 
follows: 

 
, 2 ,

1
( ) log

km

k k k i k i
i

H P p p
=

= −∑
 

For the conditional entropies, conditional probabilities are estimated in order to show 
what effect the probability of an event can be conditioned by the information brought by 
another event. 
We conclude from the results that conditional entropies of order k , denoted kh , can be 
written as: 

 1 1( )kh H P=
  
if

  
1k =

 
                                                  Otherwise  

 1 1 1( / ) ( ) ( )k k k k k k k kh H P P H P H P− − −= = −
 

 kh entropy represents the average incertitude on the k th symbol of one k -gram whose 
first 1k −  symbols are known. 
According this result, we can specify the residual entropy of order k , denoted kd , by: 

 1k k kd h h += −
 

1k ≥
 

This entropy measures the average reduction of incertitude on a symbol according to we 
know the k - gram rather than the 1k −  gram1 only.  
                                                 
1 For the calculation of these entropies, a module is developed under the software ‘R’  
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Once the vectors of simple, conditional and residual entropies are estimated, we 
investigate the extension of principal component analyses (PCA) and multiple 
correspondences analyses to make time series reference factorial models.  

2.2 Simulation of AR(1) and MA(1) MCA factorial model  
The simulation of an ARMA(p,q) trajectory, of type tt aBZB )()( Φ=Θ   
 where Θ  and Φ  are respective p and q degree polynomials in B such as  

 
BBB qφφ −−−=Θ L11)(

 

 and 

 
BBB pθθ −−−=Φ L11)(

 

 where 1 2( , , , )pφ φ φ⋅⋅⋅  and 1 2( , , , )qθ θ θ⋅⋅⋅  are reels, and ( ta ) is an orthogonal process 
or a white noise with mean zero and finite variance sa

2 requires the coefficient(s) of the 
model, the distribution of the noise, its variance, and the starting point of the series if the 
model contains an autoregressive part. 
The coefficients of the model are fixed by the experimenter and in the case of a stationary 
AR(1) process, they must check 1 1φ < . The distribution of the noise is chosen Gaussian 
and is simulated by a random number generator which requires an initial value of random 
shock. To reiterate the trajectory, the starting point is selected arbitrarily equal to zero but 
to remove the influence of this initial value, each time we have chosen to simulate 
thousand values of the series in order to retain only the last five hundred. 
Precisely, our sample contains 18 AR(1) and 18 MA(1) stationary processes, with mean 
zero. These 36 processes result from the same white noise 2  and are ordered in the 
following way: 
the 9 first, denoted AR (1)ne, are AR(1) models with negative coefficients, 1φ  ranging 
between - 0.9 and - 0.1, with a step of 0.1 
the 9 following, denoted MA(1)ne, are MA(1) models with negative coefficients, 1θ  
ranging between - 0.9 and - 0.1, with a step of 0.1 
the 9 following, denoted AR(1)po, are AR(1) models with positive coefficients, 1φ  
ranging between +0.1 and +0.9, with a step of 0.1 
the 9 last, denoted MA(1)po, are MA(1) models with positive coefficients, 1θ  ranging 
between +0.1 and +0.9, with a step of 0.1. 

                                                 
2 (even law, even random shock value and even variance) 
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2.2.1 The choice of parameters 
The ‘R’ project is applied to a temporal matrix of (36x500) dimension which is the 
realization of a stationary model of vectors. Without any presence of symbols in the 
initial data, we choose to calculate first differences on data for T=1, the period of the 
oscillators. The following stage is the calculation of entropies on the basis of frequencies 
of k-grams with (0) and (1) states for k=1…10. Finally, we obtain a matrix of entropies of 
(36x29) dimension with 36 AR(1) and MA(1) trajectories, and 29 variables which are the 
simple entropies of order 1 to 10, denoted “Shan1 to Shan10”, the conditional entropies 
of order 1 to 10, as “Cond1 to Cond10”, and the residual entropies of order 1 to 9, as 
“Res1 to Res9”. 
Criteria of entropy are very numerous. A first PCA reveals that for these data, entropies 
of orders 1 to 5 are significant and sufficient. However, to facilitate the interpretation of 
groupings and oppositions of series with the variables, we build an MCA on the entropies 
as referred in Benzecri (1973), followed by a hierarchical classification on the principal 
components. Indeed, this approach permits to take into account a possible non-linearity 
between criteria and to increase the discrimination between the series. The issue of this 
factorial method is an MCA with three modalities followed by a classification, see Fig. 1. 

2.2.2 The results 
Both the MCA and the classification methods, permit to facilitate the interpretation of the 
results. (Fig. 1.) shows that the model of series, variables and classes is of better quality 
with the two factorial axes (F1, F2) which explains nearly 65% of the initial information3. 
We can also notice a non-linearity between the numerous criteria and a possible 
progression by connecting their respective modalities. The coherence in the data is 
obtained seeing the regular and polygonal lines following three classes of series and their 
respective modalities of entropy. We can conclude that the method and the choice of the 
modalities seem to be pertinent. As a result, the variables and the classes of time series 
can be joined (their contributions to build the axes are nearly 0.75). 
Regarding the F1 axis, especially the conditional entropies of order 2 to 5 (modalities 1 
and 3) and the residual entropy of order 1 (modalities 3 and 1), we distinguish the class of 
negative AR(1) and positive MA(1) against the class of negative MA(1) and positive 
AR(1). The same symmetry of results is funded in Box and Jenkins (1976) algorithm4.  
On the F2 axis, we can oppose the ‘robust to semi-robust’ processes with coefficients in 
                                                 
3 The series and variables are well represented (sums of cosine squared often near 0.70) 
4 The results of symmetry of AR(1) autocorrelation function (ACF) and MA(1) partial 
autocorrelation function (PACF) on the one hand, and MA(1) ACF and AR(1) PACF on 
the other hand.  
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absolute value between 0.9 and 0.4, against the ‘weak’ processes with coefficients in 
absolute value lower than 0.4. The information is given principally by the conditional 
entropies of order 2 to 5 (modality 2) and the residual entropy of order 1 (modality 2). 
(Fig. 1.) illustrates a reference graphic model where all the classes of ‘robust’, ‘semi-
robust’ and ‘weak’ time series are explained by the modalities of incertitude measures. 
The identification and estimation are possible by projection of a new series in this 
factorial model. The advantage of this graph is to summarize the AR(1) and MA(1) 
properties of autocorrelations functions instead of the four classical correlograms. In the 
case of the AR (2) and MA (2) processes, another reference factorial model is established 
in Toque (2006).  

(insert Fig1.tiff) 

Fig. 1. Scores graphic for AR(1) and MA(1) processes. 

This first application has permitted to find well known properties of some processes. 
Furthermore, the MCA method extends the traditional result to some processes 
supporting non linearity structure and better identifies « weak » processes. Then, we can 
extend the model for financial applications, since the method with incertitude measures is 
justified. This approach will be less restricted than the classical method of time series. 

3 Financial data 

Ratings should play a significant role in differentiating between good and bad funds. An 
Gottesman and Morey (2006) examination, and a Kinnel (2006) study showed that the 
new Morningstar rating system, introduced in June 2002, can predict future fund 
performance, at least in the first three years out of sample. However, a Neuberg and 
Terraza (2007) study shows that among a sample of funds, 60% get a different 
classification in function of the rating agencies. Then the question is: how can I predict 
my fund’s rating?  
To reply to this question, we adopt the Time series Factorial method with incertitude 
reduction on the basis of a sample of 200 equity funds domicile in France and 
Luxembourg. From the database of Lipper, we get funds observed from January 1 2004 
to December 31 2006 on the basis of daily data. For each fund, we have 784 daily returns. 
We focus on the Europerformance and Morningstar rating agencies and in order to 
compare the results, we reduce our sample to 28 French funds and 24 Luxembourg 
funds.5 Then, each fund is described by two series of monthly ratings (Europerformance 
                                                 
5 Our database is filtered after taking care of survivorship bias and homogeneous 
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and Morningstar). 
Firstly, the ‘R’ project is applied on the two monthly ratings. We can directly define the 
following symbols: (1) for the ‘1 star’ rating, (2) for the ‘2 star’ rating until (5) for the ‘5 
star’ rating. The symbol (6) is added for the special Euro performance ‘5h star’ rating. 
For the six modalities, we choose m=6 and for the orders of entropies, k=1 to 10. We 
compute the frequencies and the entropies to keep only residual ones to facilitate the 
following interpretations. For each fund, we obtain a first vector of residual entropies of 
dimension 18(=2*9=2*(10-1)).  
Secondly, the project is applied on the daily return series. The series of symbols is 
referred as (0) and (1) for the first differences. For the two modalities, we define m=2 and 
for the orders of entropies, k=1 to 10. As previously, only residual entropies are retained 
and for each fund, we estimate a second vector of residual entropies of dimension 9(=(10-
1)).  
Applying the methodology on the panel of 28 French funds and 24 Luxembourg funds, a 
first PCA is carried out on the matrix of residual entropies of dimension (52x3*9). The 
results reveal that a maximum order of 5 is sufficient. Finally, we present in (Fig. 2.), the 
correlations circles, in (Tab. 1.) the value of variables and in (Fig. 3.) a 3D scores 
graphic. 

(insert Fig2.tiff) 

Fig. 2. Correlations circles in (F1,F2) and (F1,F3) plans  for Luxembourg and French funds 

(insert Tab1.tiff) 

Tab. 1. Correlations between variables and axes.  

(insert Fig3.tiff) 

Fig. 3. 3D scores graphic for Luxembourg and French funds 

The analyses of eigenvalues histogram and correlations between variables and axes show 
that the best factorial visualization is obtained in the 3D (F1,F2,F3) principal components 
graphic which explains near 80% of the initial information.  
We observe that variables are near the correlation circles, near between them and with the 
factorial axes. Then, we can link the different axes by the variables. On the negative side 
of the correlation circle, the F1 axis is explained by reductions of incertitude measured on 

                                                                                                                                                 
distribution of ratings 
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Europerformance ratings, the F2 axis is characterized by reductions of incertitude 
measured on Morningstar ratings and the F3 axis is essentially characterized by 
reductions of incertitude measured on daily returns.  
The Fig. 3 permits to show the good representation of two groups of funds in the 
(F1,F2,F3) space. We observe that the Luxembourg funds group explains essentially the 
negative part of the F1 axis and the F3 axis, and the French funds group explains 
essentially the F2 and F3 axes. 
Then, we can link up the Luxembourg funds by incertitude reductions measured on 
Europerformance ratings against the French funds by incertitude reductions on 
Morningstar ratings, according their performance with incertitude reductions measured 
on daily returns. 
The results confirm that a PCA on incertitude measures is necessary and sufficient to 
differentiate between the funds 6. 

4 Conclusion  

In this paper, we derive a time series factorial model with incertitude reduction which 
captures the different probabilities on series of states. 
As a reference to estimate factorial models, we apply the methodology on ARMA 
simulated processes in which groupings and oppositions of series reflect their well-
known autocorrelation functions properties. While the theoretical model already provides 
some new insight into the structural changes in time series, we also evaluate the 
identification process, and derive a first estimate of series by projection. Thereby, the 
estimation is given by the conditional and residual entropies of orders 1 to 5.  
This first simulation has enabled us to find remarkable properties, but also allowed us to 
open a path to the non-linear by MCA on entropies and by the identification of processes 
said "weak" as often used in financial series. 
In a second application we test whether the information contained in the funds’ rating can 
be used to build portfolios with the objective to predict a fund’s rating and then to judge 
its future performance.  In this context, our methodology has no limitations concerning 
the short series and the different calendar restrictions, (ie monthly ratings and daily 
returns). We find two groups of funds depending on their domiciliation. Indeed, the 
power of prediction is given by the Europerformance agency for the Luxembourg funds 
and by the Morningstar agency for the French funds. However it would be useful to carry 
out a similar analysis with more data funds and agencies in order to obtain more rigorous 

                                                 
6 We verified that classical temporal PCA didn’t give any results to differentiate between 
the French and Luxembourg funds. 
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conclusions. 
Nevertheless, our empirical study indicates that the structural model can generate 
valuable investment information. The results of this paper have implications for the 
management of fund portfolios, but we can extend the approach of others financial 
applications in order to identify remarkable properties and decision rules.  
Finally, the structural approach must be a first stage to build forecasting models on 
significant factorial components. This will be the next step of our research. 
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